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Abstract
A lower limit on the oscillation frequency of the B
0
s

B
0
s
system is obtained from approximately
four million hadronic Z decays accumulated using the ALEPH detector at LEP from 1991 to 1995.
Leptons are combined with opposite sign D
 
s
candidates reconstructed in seven dierent decay modes
as evidence of semileptonic B
0
s
decays. Criteria designed to ensure precise proper time reconstruction
select 277 D
 
s
`
+
combinations. The initial state of these B
0
s
candidates is determined using an algorithm
optimized to eciently utilise the tagging information available for each event. The limit at 95%
condence level on the B
0
s

B
0
s
oscillation frequency is m
s
> 6:6 ps
 1
. The same data is used to
update the measurement of the B
0
s
lifetime, 
s
= 1:54
+0:14
 0:13
(stat) 0:04 (syst) ps.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
The ALEPH Collaboration
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1 Introduction
Oscillations in the neutral B meson system are a well established phenomenon and the B
0
d
oscillation
frequency is now rather precisely measured [1]. The observed B
0
d
and

B
0
d
states are linear combinations
of the two mass eigenstates. The same holds for B
0
s
and

B
0
s
mesons. For an initially pure B
0
state, the
probability density of observing the decay of a

B
0
at time t is
P
m
=
1

e
 t=
1  cos(mt)
2
; (1)
the m index standing for \mixed";  is the neutral B meson lifetime, t is the proper time and m
is the mass dierence of the two mass eigenstates. Similarly, the probability density of observing the
decay of a B
0
at time t is
P
u
=
1

e
 t=
1 + cos(mt)
2
; (2)
where the u index stands for \unmixed". These expressions are obtained assuming equal lifetimes for
the two states and neglecting CP violation. Within the Standard Model (SM), the mass dierences
for the B
0
s

B
0
s
and the B
0
d

B
0
d
systems occur due to the presence of box diagrams for which top quark
exchange dominates. The mass dierences depend on the Cabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskawa (CKM)
matrix elements, on the top quark mass and on QCD correction factors, both perturbative and non{
perturbative. These QCD factors are not precisely computed but their ratios for the B
0
d
and B
0
s
have
less uncertainty allowing the ratio m
s
=m
d
and the CKM matrix elements to be linked with higher
accuracy;
m
s
m
d
=
m
s
m
d




V
ts
V
td




2

2
^
s
^
d
: (3)
The ^
s
and ^
d
correction factors for the B
0
s
and the B
0
d
are identical [2]. The ratio of the hadronic
matrix elements for the B
0
d
and the B
0
s
is estimated to be  = 1:160:10 [3]. Therefore, measurements
of m
s
and m
d
will constrain the ratio of the CKM matrix elements V
ts
and V
td
.
The oscillations of the B
0
s
meson are an area of intense study at LEP [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. All of these
previous studies use partially reconstructed semileptonic B decays to reconstruct the decay length and
identify the nal state of the B meson and a variety of methods to identify or \tag" the initial state
of the B meson. These studies generally do not dierentiate between leptons from the B
0
s
and other b
hadron decays and are therefore directly sensitive to the relative fractions of b quarks that hadronize
into B
0
d
, B
 
, B
0
s
and b baryons.
This paper presents a study of the oscillation frequency of the B
0
s

B
0
s
system using B
0
s
!
D
 
s
`
+
X semileptonic decays.
1
The B
0
s
candidate selection yields a sample of 277 reconstructed D
 
s
`
+
combinations, indicative of semileptonic B
0
s
decays, with a much higher B
0
s
purity and improved proper
time resolution than the previous m
s
analyses. In order to fully exploit this small sample of events,
a method has been developed which optimally combines information from up to three dierent initial
state tags. The mixed or unmixed state of the event is determined by comparing the charge of the
lepton of the D

s
`

combination and the tagging of the production state of the B
0
s
or

B
0
s
meson.
2 The ALEPH detector
The ALEPH detector and its performance are described in detail elsewhere [9, 10] and only a brief
overview of the apparatus is given here. A high resolution vertex detector (VDET) consisting of two
1
In this paper charge conjugate modes are always implied and \lepton" (`
+
) refers to electrons and muons.
1
layers of double-sided silicon microstrip detectors surrounds the beam pipe. The inner layer is 6.5 cm
from the beam axis and covers 85% of the solid angle and the outer layer is at an average radius of
11.3 cm and covers 69%. The spatial resolution for the r and z projections (transverse to and along
the beam axis, respectively) is 12 m at normal incidence. The vertex detector is surrounded by a
drift chamber with eight coaxial wire layers with an outer radius of 26 cm and by a time projection
chamber (TPC) that measures up to 21 three{dimensional points per track at radii between 30 cm
and 180 cm. These detectors are immersed in an axial magnetic eld of 1.5 T and together measure
the momenta of charged particles with a resolution (p)=p = 6  10
 4
p
T
 0:005 (p
T
in GeV =c).
The resolution of the three{dimensional impact parameter in the transverse and longitudinal view for
tracks having information from all tracking detectors and two VDET hits can be parameterized as
 = 25m + 95m=p (p in GeV =c). The TPC also provides up to 338 measurements of the specic
ionization of a charged track (dE=dx). The TPC is surrounded by a lead/proportional{chamber
electromagnetic calorimeter segmented into 0:9

0:9

projective towers and read out in three sections
in depth, with energy resolution (E)=E = 0:18=
p
E+0:009 (E in GeV). The iron return yoke of the
magnet is instrumented with streamer tubes to form a hadron calorimeter, with a thickness of over 7
interaction lengths and is surrounded by two additional double-layers of streamer tubes to aid in muon
identication. An algorithm combines all these measurements to provide a determination of the energy
ow [10] with an uncertainty on the measurable total energy of (E) = 0:6
p
E=GeV+ 0:6 GeV.
The selection of hadronic events is based on charged tracks and is described elsewhere [11]. The
interaction point is reconstructed on an event-by-event basis using the constraint of the average beam
spot position and envelope [12]. The average resolution is 85 m for Z ! b

b events, projected along
the sphericity axis of the event.
3 B
0
s
candidate reconstruction
This analysis uses approximately four million hadronic Z decays recorded by the ALEPH detector from
1991 to 1995 at centre of mass energies close to the Z mass. Monte Carlo samples of fully simulated
Z ! qq and Z ! b

b decays are used in this study. The Monte Carlo generator is based on JETSET
7.3 [13] with updated branching ratios, and the Korner-Schuler model [14] is used for semileptonic b
hadron decays.
The B
0
s
candidate selection is identical to that used for the previous ALEPH measurement of the
B
0
s
lifetime [15]. The B
0
s
is reconstructed in the semileptonic decay mode B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X and the D
 
s
is
reconstructed in two semileptonic modes involving a  resonance and ve hadronic decay modes. The
calculated yields of signal and background are given in Table 1. The B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X signal comprises
the two decays B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
 and B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
 , as D
 
s
! D
 
s
 and D
 
s
! D
 
s

0
decays dominate
[16, 17] and higher order cs resonances decay to D
()
K nal states.
In this paper, \

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X" denotes all spectator decays of b hadrons in which the virtualW
 
produces a D
 
s
and either the remaining c quark decays semileptonically or, for the

B
0
s
! D
() 
s
D
()+
s
X
component of the background, one of the D
s
mesons decays semileptonically. As shown in Table 1, the
B
0
s
fraction is larger than 60%, in contrast to approximately 10% in previous B
0
s

B
0
s
oscillation studies
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
For the combinatorial background studies, two regions in the reconstructed D
 
s
mass for the
hadronic modes or  mass for the semileptonic modes are dened. The rst region contains unlike-
sign candidates, D

s
`

(`

`

), and extends from 2.05 to 2.30 (1.021 to 1.120) GeV =c
2
. The second
region contains the like{sign candidates, D

s
`

(`

`

), and extends from 1.95 to 2.30 (0.997 to 1.120)
GeV =c
2
. These two regions will be collectively referred to as \sidebands".
2
D 
s
decay D
 
s
`
+
X D
() 
s
D
()
X Combinatorial Total
mode signal background background per mode

 
47.8 4.7 8.5  1.0 61
K
0
K
 
64.7 5.9 30.1  2.9 102
K
0
s
K
 
13.0 1.1 6.9  1.4 21

+

 

 
14.8 1.3 14.8  2.4 31
K
0
K
 
11.5 1.0 5.5  1.2 18
e
 
 20.2 1.1 8.7  1.6 30

 
 9.6 0.5 3.9  1.1 14
TOTAL 181.6 15.6 78.5  4.7 277
Table 1: The estimated contributions to the total yield for each decay mode. The
estimated contribution of 1.3 D
 
! K
0

 
events to the K
0
K
 
mode is not shown in the
table but is included in the totals.
The B
0
s
momentum is computed from the reconstructed D
 
s
`
+
momentum p(D
 
s
`
+
) and the neutrino
energy estimated using a missing energy technique [18]; it is corrected for a bias due to a slight
dependence of the calculated missing energy on p(D
 
s
`
+
). This small correction (typically 4%) is
parametrized as
p = a+ b p(uncorrected); (4)
where a = 3:1 0:2 GeV =c and b = 0:873 0:006 are determined from Monte Carlo. The measured
proper time of the B
0
s
is then obtained as
t
m
=
m
s
L
p
; (5)
where m
s
= 5375 6 MeV =c
2
[16] is the B
0
s
mass and L is the reconstructed decay length, computed
as the projection on p(D
 
s
`
+
) of the distance between the primary and the D
 
s
`
+
vertices.
The resolution on the proper time is calculated on an event-by-event basis as

2
t
=

m
s
p

2

 
(S
L

L
)
2
+

L
p
p

2
!
; (6)
where 
p
= 3:1  0:4 GeV =c is the uncertainty in p determined from Monte Carlo and 
L
is the
uncertainty in the reconstructed decay length calculated for each D
 
s
`
+
candidate as described in [15].
The scale factor S
L
on the decay length uncertainty comprises two eects. From Monte Carlo studies
the decay length uncertainty is underestimated by 1:13  0:10 and 1:35 0:10 for the D
 
s
hadronic
and semileptonic decay modes, respectively. The correction factor is larger for the semileptonic decay
modes because of the increased uncertainty on the D
 
s
direction due to the missing neutrino. The
widths of the distributions of L=
L
for L < 0 of data and Monte Carlo are compared for samples
enriched in zero-lifetime events [15] to obtain a global correction factor of 1:05 0:03. These eects
are combined to obtain S
L
= 1:190:11 and S
L
= 1:420:11 for the hadronic and semileptonic decay
modes, respectively.
Monte Carlo simulation shows that the average B
0
s
decay length resolution is 210 m for the
hadronic D
 
s
decays, and the B
0
s
decay length resolution is approximately 20% worse for the
semileptonic D
 
s
decays due to the unobserved neutrino which increases the uncertainty in the
3
reconstructed D
 
s
direction. The distribution of the calculated proper time resolution for the 277
D
 
s
`
+
combinations is shown in Figure 1(a).
Update of the B
0
s
lifetime measurement
The B
0
s
lifetime is measured to be 1:54
+0:14
 0:13
(stat)0:04 (syst) ps with the additional data included in
this analysis. This result supersedes the previous measurement (1:59
+0:17
 0:15
(stat)  0:03 (syst) ps)
presented in reference [15], which contains a description of the method and of the individual
contributions to the systematic uncertainty listed in Table 2. The proper time distribution and t are
shown in Figure 1(b).
Source Uncertainty (ps)
Combinatorial background +0:013  0:024

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X background +0:023  0:015
B! D
 
s
X
s
`
+
 background +0:000  0:009
Proper time resolution parametrization bias +0:008  0:008
Parametrization of proper time resolution +0:015  0:015
L
D
 
s
=(L
D
 
s
) >  0:5 bias +0:010  0:010
B
0
s
boost resolution +0:010  0:010
Other +0:007  0:004
Total in quadrature +0:036  0:037
Table 2: The components of the estimated systematic uncertainty on the measured B
0
s
lifetime. For the

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X background, the branching ratios Br(

B ! D
 
s
X) =
0:1046 0:0073 [19, 20] and Br(b! c! `) = 0:0822 0:0046 [21] are used as in [15].
4 Initial state identication
Identication of the initial state of the neutral B meson begins by dividing a Z ! b

b event into
hemispheres using the thrust axis to separate the products of the b and the

b as shown schematically
in Figure 2. Previous studies of time dependent neutral B meson oscillations have either identied
the initial state of the B
0
or

B
0
by the charge of a lepton in the hemisphere opposite to the partially
reconstructed B [4, 8, 22], by the net charge of the jet in the opposite hemisphere [23], by a linear
combination of the charge of the jets in both hemispheres [5, 24], by a combination of the opposite
hemisphere lepton and jet charges [7, 25] or by a combination of the charge of a fragmentation kaon and
the opposite hemisphere jet charge [6]. All these studies place requirements on the lepton transverse
momentum with respect to its jet or on the magnitude of the jet charge in order to reduce the fraction
of incorrectly tagged events. Rather than decreasing the statistical precision by rejecting events and
then treating the selected events on equal footing, an algorithm has been developed [26] which utilises
the tagging information available in each D
 
s
`
+
event.
The usefulness of such an algorithm can be demonstrated using the opposite hemisphere jet charge.
Both the sign and the magnitude of the jet charge contain information on the quark initiating the
jet. For example, the larger the magnitude of a positively-signed jet charge, the more likely it is that
a

b quark initiated the jet. In the rest of this paper, quantities such as the jet charge, which can
4
improve the ability of a tag to determine the initial state quark will be referred to as \discriminating
variables". The method proceeds in three related steps:
1. Identication of a set of tags,
2. Classication of each event based on the available tags and discriminating variables, and
3. Creation of the event-by-event mistag probability based on the tags and the discriminating
variables.
These steps are described in detail in the following three sections.
4.1 Tag description
The tagging algorithm relies upon three basic tags which are described below and shown schematically
in Figure 2.
1. Lepton tag: A lepton with momentum greater than 3 GeV =c and passing standard
identication requirements [27] (the electron candidates are kept even if the dE=dx information
is not available) is searched for in the hemisphere opposite to the D
 
s
`
+
candidate. The lepton
candidate with the highest momentum is selected when more than one candidate is found. The
sign of the lepton tags the nature of the initial b quark in the opposite hemisphere and thus
identies the initial state of the B
0
s
in the D
 
s
`
+
hemisphere (Figure 2). There is no cut on the
lepton transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis and a signicant contribution from the
cascade decay, b ! c ! `, is expected at low transverse momentum. This tag has the highest
purity but has a relatively low eciency due to the b semileptonic branching ratio.
2. Fragmentation kaon tag: During the fragmentation process, a rather energetic K
+
carrying an
s quark can be produced concurrently with the B
0
s
(

bs) [28]. Identication of such a charged kaon
in the D
 
s
`
+
hemisphere tags the initial B
0
s
state. The fragmentation kaon candidate is dened
as the highest momentum track within 45 degrees of the D
 
s
`
+
direction satisfying j
K
j < 2
and d=
d
< 3. The dE=dx estimator 
K
is the dierence between the measured and expected
ionization for the kaon hypothesis normalised in terms of the expected resolution, and d is the
three-dimensional impact parameter of the track with respect to the primary vertex. This tag
is less pure than the lepton tag but more ecient.
3. Opposite hemisphere jet charge tag: The jet charge for the opposite hemisphere is dened
as
Q
o

P
i
q
i
jp
i
k
j

P
i
jp
i
k
j

; (7)
where the sum is over all charged particles in the hemisphere opposite to the D
 
s
`
+
candidate,
p
i
k
is the momentum of the i
th
track projected on the thrust axis, q
i
its charge and  = 0:5. The
sign of Q
o
tags the initial state of the b in the opposite hemisphere. This is the most ecient of
the three tags but has the lowest purity.
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4.2 Class denitions and discriminating variables.
The B
0
s
candidate events are sorted into seven exclusive classes based on the availability of the three
tags and the associated discriminating variables.
 Class 1 The sign of Q
o
( S(Q
o
)) tags the initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state. The discriminating variables
in this class are the magnitude of Q
o
and S(Q
o
)  Q
s
, where Q
s
is the jet charge of the same
hemisphere as the D
 
s
`
+
, excluding the tracks of the D
 
s
`
+
candidate and using  = 1:0. This
denition of Q
s
(ideally the jet charge of a jet initiated by an s or s quark) diers from previous
studies [5, 24] which formed a same hemisphere jet charge that included the charged tracks of
the B
0
candidate. Monte Carlo studies show that  = 1:0 slightly improves the discriminating
power of Q
s
with respect to  = 0:5 [5] and  = 0 [24] .
 Class 2 The sign of the fragmentation kaon ( S(K)) tags the initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state. The
discriminating variables are S(K)Q
o
, S(K)Q
s
, 

and Z
K
where 

is the dE=dx estimator
for the fragmentation kaon under the pion hypothesis and
Z
K

p
K
E
beam
 E
B
0
s
; (8)
where p
K
is the momentum of the fragmentation kaon candidate and E
B
0
s
is the reconstructed
B
0
s
energy calculated from the reconstructed B
0
s
momentum (section 3) and the B
0
s
mass [16].
The fragmentation kaon should carry a large fraction of the available energy since it is the rst
particle produced in the hadronization chain [29].
 Class 3 In this class the sign of the opposite hemisphere lepton tags the initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state
and the discriminating variables are S(`)Q
o
, S(`)Q
s
and p
T
(`), the transverse momentum
of the lepton with respect to the jet axis with the lepton removed from the jet [27].
 Classes 4 and 5 The maximum information is available in these two classes: the jet charges,
the fragmentation kaon and the opposite hemisphere lepton. The lepton sign is used to tag the
initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state and the discriminating variables are 

, Z
K
, S(`)  Q
o
, S(`)  Q
s
and
p
T
(`). For class 4 the fragmentation kaon tag and the opposite hemisphere lepton tag agree on
the initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state whereas for class 5 they disagree.
 Classes 6 (7) This class is similar to the class 1 (3) except that the same hemisphere jet charge
Q
s
information is not available. This situation occurs when the only charged tracks in the D
 
s
`
+
hemisphere belong to the D
 
s
`
+
candidate.
As indicated in Figure 2, the opposite hemisphere lepton is included in the calculation of Q
o
for
classes 3, 4, 5 and 7. The fragmentation kaon is included in the calculation of Q
s
for classes 2, 4 and
5. The correlations induced by this procedure between p
T
(`) and Q
o
or Z
K
and Q
s
are taken into
account in the formulation of the mistag probability as described in the next section.
The method described tags all 277 D
 
s
`
+
candidates of which 145 or 53% are tagged as \mixed".
The populations of each class in data and Monte Carlo are given in Table 3.
4.3 Calculation of the event-by-event mistag probability
In most of the previous analyses [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] the additional information provided by the magnitude
of the jet charge or the lepton transverse momentum was neglected,
2
and the mistag probability was
2
Information from the jet charge magnitude was used in [8].
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Fraction Fraction
Events observed in Monte
Class Tag Discriminating variables observed (%) Carlo (%)
1 Q
o
S(Q
o
)Q
s
jQ
o
j 114 41 35.1  1.0
2 Kaon S(K)Q
s
S(K)Q
o
Z
K


97 35 40.3  1.0
3 Lepton S(`) Q
s
S(`) Q
o
p
T
(`) 27 10 9.6  0.6
4 Lepton S(`) Q
s
S(`) Q
o
p
T
(`) Z
K


17 6 7.0  0.5
5 Lepton S(`) Q
s
S(`) Q
o
p
T
(`) Z
K


13 5 4.9  0.4
6 Q
o
jQ
o
j 7 3 2.6  0.3
7 Lepton S(`) Q
o
p
T
(`) 2 1 0.5  0.1
Table 3: The tag and discrimating variables for each class are listed in columns 2 and 3,
respectively. The number and fraction of events in the data, and the fraction of events in
the B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X Monte Carlo are shown in columns 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
simply taken as the mistag fraction
 
N
wrong
N
wrong
+N
right
; (9)
where N
right
(N
wrong
) is the number of B
0
s
or

B
0
s
whose initial state is correctly (incorrectly) determined
by the tagging algorithm. For a given class with a set of discriminating variables fx
i
g and a tag as
described in the previous section,
3
the optimal separation between right and wrong tag events is
achieved with the following denition of the event-by-event mistag probability [26]
X
eff
(fx
i
g) 
w(fx
i
g)
(1  )r(fx
i
g) + w(fx
i
g)
; (10)
where  is the mistag fraction of that class, and r(fx
i
g) and w(fx
i
g) are the multi{dimensional
probability density distributions for events in which the tag identies the right and wrong initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state, respectively. Although the mistag probability formulated in this way includes the correlations
between the discriminating variables, it is dicult to accurately parametrize r and w as prohibitive
amounts of Monte Carlo are required to adequately populate the multi{dimensional space. In practice
the multi{dimensional distributions are approximated by the product of one{dimensional probability
density distributions
x
eff
(fx
i
g) 
w
1
(x
1
)w
2
(x
2
)   
(1  )r
1
(x
1
)r
2
(x
2
)   + w
1
(x
1
)w
2
(x
2
)   
; (11)
where r
i
(x
i
) and w
i
(x
i
) are the probability density distributions for discriminating variable x
i
.
If all discriminating variables in the class are independent, then x
eff
of Equation 11 would be
the event-by-event mistag probability. However, in the presence of correlations (which is the case for
the discriminating variables in the classes dened in the previous section), the event-by-event mistag
probability is computed as
X
eff
(x
eff
) 
W (x
eff
)
(1  )R(x
eff
) + W (x
eff
)
; (12)
3
For example, in class 3, fx
i
g = fx
1
; x
2
; x
3
g with x
1
= p
T
(`), x
2
= S(`)Q
s
and x
3
= S(`)Q
o
, and the tag is the
charge of the opposite hemisphere lepton.
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where R(x
eff
) and W (x
eff
) are the probability distributions of x
eff
for the the right- and wrong-tags,
respectively. Equation 12 is just a special case of Equation 10 where only a single discriminating
variable x
eff
is considered for a class.
The distributions of r
i
(x
i
) and w
i
(x
i
) for each discriminating variable, as well as the distributions
of R(x
eff
) and W (x
eff
), are determined for each class from simulated B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X decays with
m
s
= 10 ps
 1
, m
d
= 0:5 ps
 1
, and a lifetime of 1.5 ps for all b hadrons. These Monte Carlo events
are analyzed as the data and represent approximately 20 times the number of events in the data. As
an example, Figure 3 shows the unnormalised distributions of r
i
and w
i
of each of the discriminating
variables of class 3, as well as the relationship between X
eff
and these variables.
An additional probability distribution B(x
eff
) is determined from the \sidebands" in the data for
each class and decay mode to represent the distribution of x
eff
for the background. An event-by-event
background fraction is calculated as
Z
eff
(x
eff
) 
B(x
eff
)
(1  )R(x
eff
) + W (x
eff
)
; (13)
where the relative background to signal rate
  N
Background
=N
Signal
(14)
is determined for each decay mode from the data (Table 1).
The distributions of R(x
eff
), W (x
eff
) and B(x
eff
) are compared with the distributions of x
eff
in
the data for each class in Figure 4.
4.4 Study of the mistag rate and the discriminating variables
The compatibility between the mistag rate in the data and the Monte Carlo can be checked by
measuring the mistag fraction for all classes combined with a likelihood composed of the total
distribution of the discriminating variables in the data:
L() =
classes
Y Y
i
1
1 + 

(1  )R(x
i
eff
) + W (x
i
eff
) + B(x
i
eff
)

: (15)
The inner product is over all events in a given class. The measured value, 
meas
, is that which
maximizes the likelihood function. The measured mistag rate for all classes combined is 
meas
=
(37 12)% which is in agreement with the value obtained from the Monte Carlo, 
MC
= (36 3)%.
Despite the rather coarse precision of this measurement, the observed agreement demonstrates that
the x
eff
distributions are well described by the Monte Carlo simulation.
The eective power of the tagging method is not given by the value of . Even for a value of  close
to 50% the use of the discriminating variables ensures that the initial state of the B
0
s
can be tagged. In
standard tagging techniques [4, 5, 6, 7], a dilution factor D is introduced (D  efficiency (1 2)
2
)
to account for the loss of information due to the tagging method. In the case of the present analysis, the
above formula does not apply but an equivalent dilution factor [26] can be obtained, D = 0:2180:029,
which corresponds to an eective mistag value of (27 2)% with the 100% tagging eciency of this
analysis. Table 4 shows the eective mistag rate for each class.
Although the comparison of 
meas
and 
MC
is favourable within the small statistical sample
available, the distributions of each discriminating variable in data and Z ! qq Monte Carlo are
compared directly with an event sample that is enlarged with looser vertex requirements and wider
mass windows. The reconstructed jet charge distributions for both the data and the Monte Carlo
8
samples are tted with a sum of two Gaussians where the discrepancy between the data and the
simulation is parametrized in terms of an overall oset of the mean jet charge and an overall scale
factor in the widths. A similar procedure is applied to 

for the fragmentation kaon. The results for
the oset  and the scale factor S
v
are given in Table 5. For the rescaled momentum Z
K
the possibility
of a linear transformation, Z
K
!  + S
v
 Z
K
, is allowed, and the result of the t is also presented
in Table 5. Such a transformation could be due to incorrect modeling of the fragmentation in the
simulation, for example. As seen in Table 5, there is relatively good agreement between the data and
the Monte Carlo.
For the opposite hemisphere lepton, the transverse momentum p
T
(`) with respect to the jet axis
has been shown to be adequately simulated by the Monte Carlo [30].
D
 
s
`
+
X D
 
s
`
+
X eective D
() 
s
D
()
X
Class mistag fraction (%) mistag fraction (%) mistag fraction (%) S
t
1 39  2 34  2 37  1 1.13
2 32  2 24  1 42  1 1.04
3 34  3 23  2 33  1 1.15
4 18  3 13  2 30  2 1.06
5 60  5 24  2 43  2 1.06
6 37  6 35  7 42  6 1.06
7 33  14 23  10 18  9 1.11
Table 4: The second column lists the mistag rate for each class measured for the
B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X signal Monte Carlo. The third column contains the eective mistag
rate for the B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X Monte Carlo as described in section 4.4. Column 4 lists
the mistag rate measured for the

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X background Monte Carlo. Looser
reconstruction criteria are employed for the

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X events to obtain reasonable
numbers of events in each class. The looser selection does not aect the mistag rate or
the distribution of discriminating variables with respect to the standard cuts. The mistag
uncertainty scale factor S
t
in column 5 is described in section 4.4.
Variable  S
v
Q
o
+0:006 0:005 0:97 0:02
Q
s
 0:010 0:009 1:04 0:02


 0:025 0:024 1:01 0:02
Z
K
+0:001 0:001 0:95 0:02
Table 5: The oset  and scale factor S
v
representing the dierence between the Monte
Carlo and the data for each discriminating variable, except p
T
(`), as described in the text.
An additional comparison is performed to quantify the overall agreement between the data and
Monte Carlo for each class. A 
2
is constructed from binned distributions of the discriminating
9
variables used in each class,

2

N
v
X
j
N
b
X
i
(N
MC
ij
 N
D
ij
)
2
!
2
ij
; (16)
where N
v
is the number of discriminating variables in a given class and N
b
is the number of bins for
a given discriminating variable, N
MC
ij
is the expected number of events determined from the Monte
Carlo, N
D
ij
is the observed number of events in the i
th
bin for the j
th
class and !
ij
is the statistical
uncertainty on N
MC
ij
 N
D
ij
. The mistag uncertainty scale factors are then S
t

p

2
=(N
c
N
b
  1) using
the procedure recommended in [16] and shown in Table 4.
The agreement between the data and the simulation is satisfactory and the small observed
deviations, S
v
,  and S
t
, will be used to estimate systematic eects in the nal results.
5 The likelihood function
A likelihood function can now be written with components similar to that of the B
0
s
lifetime
measurement [15] with the addition of the tagging information described in section 4.3:
L(
s
;m
s
) =
N
m
Y
i
h
(1 X
i
eff
)
~
P
m
(t
i
m
; 
s
;m
s
) +X
i
eff
~
P
u
(t
i
m
; 
s
;m
s
) + Z
i
eff
~
P
bk
(t
i
m
)
i

N
u
Y
i
h
(1 X
i
eff
)
~
P
u
(t
i
m
; 
s
;m
s
) +X
i
eff
~
P
m
(t
i
m
; 
s
;m
s
) + Z
i
eff
~
P
bk
(t
i
m
)
i
; (17)
where the products run over the number of events tagged as \mixed" (N
m
) and \unmixed" (N
u
).
The functions
~
P
m
(t
i
m
; ;m) and
~
P
u
(t
i
m
; ;m) represent the proper time distribution of events
which are mixed and unmixed, Equations 1 and 2, respectively, after convolution with the event-
dependent proper time resolution of the detector (section 3). The mistag probability for the i
th
event is X
i
eff
 X
eff
(x
i
eff
) from Equation 12 and the event-by-event relative background fraction is
Z
i
eff
 Z
eff
(x
i
eff
) from Equation 13.
The proper time distribution of the background,
~
P
bk
, has three components:
~
P
bk
(t
i
m
) = r
comb
~
P
comb
(t
i
m
) + r
DsD
~
P
DsD
(t
i
m
) + r
refl
~
P
refl
(t
i
m
); (18)
where r
comb
+ r
DsD
+ r
refl
= 1 are the fractions of combinatorial,

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X and reection
background calculated for each decay mode (Table 1).

~
P
comb
(t
i
m
) is the proper time distribution of the combinatorial background and is estimated from
the \sidebands" as in the lifetime measurement [15].
 For the

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X background, the tagging of the nal state is reversed with respect
to semileptonic B
0
s
decays because the D
 
s
comes from the virtual W
 
. The fraction of

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X background that can oscillate with the frequency m
d
is f
d
, the fraction of B
0
d
produced in Z ! b

b decays. The proper time dependence of the

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X background is
~
P
DsD
(t
i
m
) = f
d
h
(1  
d
)
~
P
u
(t
i
m
; 
d
;m
d
) + 
d
~
P
m
(t
i
m
; 
d
;m
d
)
i
+ (1  f
d
)
~
P(t
i
m
; ^
b
); (19)
where 
d
is the class-dependent mistag rate for the

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X process (Table 4),
~
P(t
i
m
; )
is the expected proper time distribution for a lifetime  , 
d
is the B
0
d
lifetime, and ^
b
is the
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abundance{weighted average of the B
0
s
, B
+
and b baryon lifetimes. The component of this
background from the B
0
s
is due to the process

B
0
s
! D
() 
s
D
()+
s
X followed by the semileptonic
decay of either the D
() 
s
or the D
()+
s
. Thus the oscillatory behaviour of this small fraction of
the

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X background cancels on average.
 The reection background (D
 
! K
0

 
misidentied as K
0
K
 
) is dominated by
B
0
d
! D
() 
`
+
X so
~
P
refl
(t
i
m
) = (1  
r
)
~
P
m
(t
i
m
; 
d
;m
d
) + 
r
~
P
u
(t
i
m
; 
d
;m
d
); (20)
where 
r
is the class-dependent mistag rate for semileptonic B
0
d
decays.
6 Study of B
0
s

B
0
s
oscillations
The B
0
s
lifetime 
s
in the likelihood function (Equation 17) is xed at the value h
s
i which maximizes
the likelihood in the absence of mixing and then L(m
s
)  L(h
s
i;m
s
) is evaluated. Monte Carlo
studies show that this procedure slightly improves the accuracy of a low m
s
measurement. The value
of the B
0
s
lifetime which maximizes the likelihood is 1:55
+0:14
 0:13
(stat)  0:01 (syst) ps where only the
systematic uncertainty due to the X
eff
and Z
eff
distributions is quoted and accounts for the slight
dierence with the result shown in section 3.
The log of the likelihood as a function of m
s
, L(m
s
)  logL
max
  logL(m
s
), is presented
in Figure 5(a), where L
max
is the maximum value of the likelihood. The result indicates that low
values of m
s
are strongly disfavoured but that no single value of m
s
is signicantly preferred.
The approximately constant value of L(m
s
) for large m
s
reects the inability of the data to
distinguish between dierent large values of m
s
, as expected due to the limited proper time resolution
and number of events.
6.1 Description of the fast Monte Carlo simulation
In order to determine which values of m
s
are excluded at a given condence level, the behaviour
of L(m
s
) is studied with a fast Monte Carlo simulating the detector response, the rate of the
signal and background processes, their reconstructed decay length and momentum distributions, the
distributions of the discriminating variables and the mistag rates. For each simulated experiment in
the fast Monte Carlo, each parameter listed in Table 6 is chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution
around its central value with a width equal to its uncertainty. The mistag rate for the signal for each
class is chosen in a similar way, except that the width of the Gaussian is multiplied by the scale factor
S
t
listed in Table 4. For the generation of the relative fraction of B
0
s
signal and

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X
background, the uncertainty in the background production rate (Table 2) is conservatively assumed
to be 100% correlated with the uncertainty in f
s
, the B
0
s
production rate (Table 6).
Two additional eects are included for which the method of random Gaussian variation described
above cannot be applied: the proper time distribution of the combinatorial background
~
P
comb
(t
m
)
and the distributions of the discriminating variables. The sensitivity to
~
P
comb
(t
m
) is determined by
analyzing each simulated experiment with either
~
P
comb
(t
m
) determined from the like-sign sidebands
~
P
+
comb
(t
m
) or the unlike-sign sidebands
~
P
 
comb
(t
m
) as in the B
0
s
lifetime measurement [15].
The sensitivity of the analysis to the details of the distributions of the discriminating variables is
determined by producing modied distributions r

i
and w

i
. For Q
o
, Q
s
and 

these are obtained
by osetting the distributions r
i
and w
i
by jj and multiplying their widths by 1  j1  S
v
j, where
 and S
v
are given in Table 5. For Z
K
the linear transformation, Z
K
! jj+ (1 j1  S
v
j) Z
K
, is
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used. With these denitions, the power of a given discriminating variable x
i
is reduced (or enhanced)
when the distributions r
+
i
and w
+
i
(or r
 
i
and w
 
i
) are used instead of r
i
and w
i
. In order to estimate
the systematic eect of the shape of the low p
T
(`) region, which is sensitive to the estimation of
the contribution of cascade decay (b ! c ! `), the distributions in the p
T
(`) < 1 GeV =c region
are replaced by at distributions to create both r

(p
T
(`)) and w

(p
T
(`)). This is equivalent to the
assumption that only the fractions of events in this region are reliable, but not the details of the
distributions. The distributions r
+
i
and w
+
i
(or r
 
i
and w
 
i
) are then used to calculate x
+
eff
(x
 
eff
)
according to Equation 11, and the procedure described in section 4.3 is followed to produce two sets
of modied x
eff
distributions, R

(x

eff
), W

(x

eff
) and B

(x

eff
).
Finally, to incorporate these \non-Gaussian" eects into the fast Monte Carlo, 600 experiments
are generated with one set of the modied x
eff
distributions, R
+
, W
+
and B
+
, and 600 experiments
are generated with R
 
, W
 
and B
 
at a given value of m
s
. Half of each set of 600 experiments
is analyzed with
~
P
+
comb
and half with
~
P
 
comb
resulting in a total of 1200 fast simulated experiments at
each value of m
s
.
The generation of a single event proceeds as follows:
1. The decay mode is selected based on the observed number of events per mode (Table 1).
2. The decay source, either the signal or one of the possible backgrounds, is selected based on the
observed signal and background rates for the selected decay mode.
3. For signal,

B
0
d
! D
() 
s
D
()
X or reection background events, the true mixed or unmixed nal
state of the event is randomly chosen based on the expected fraction of mixed events,
 
1
2

(m)
2
1 + (m)
2
: (21)
4. For the signal and non-combinatorial background events, a true momentum is generated based on
appropriate momentum spectrum obtained from the full Monte Carlo simulation. A true proper
time is also chosen from an exponential decay time distribution modulated by an oscillatory
term for B
0
s
! D
 
s
`
+
X ,

B
0
d
! D
() 
s
D
()
X or reection background events. The true decay
length is then calculated from the true momentum and proper time. The measured decay length
uncertainty is generated from the 
L
distribution from full Monte Carlo events. A reconstructed
decay length is obtained by smearing the true decay length by S
L
 
L
with S
L
= S
L
(h)
or S
L
= S
L
(`) for hadronic or semileptonic D
 
s
decay modes, respectively. The momentum
resolution varies somewhat as a function of the true momentum. The reconstructed momentum
is smeared accordingly, using one of four slices in momentum.
5. For combinatorial background, the distributions of the measured momentum, decay length
and decay length uncertainty are taken from the calculated distributions obtained from the
\sidebands".
6. The tagging class of the event is now generated based on the observed number of events per class
(Table 3), and each event is either assigned as a right or wrong tag based on the mistag rate
for each class for the signal and non-combinatorial background (Table 4). For the combinatorial
background, the mixed or unmixed state is determined from the fraction of data \sidebands"
events tagged as mixed or unmixed.
7. Finally, a value of x
eff
is generated for each signal or non-combinatorial background event from
the R

(x
eff
) or W

(x
eff
) distributions based on the tagging class and whether the event is
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a right or wrong tag. For background events, the x
eff
value is generated from the B

(x
eff
)
distributions based on the tagging class and the decay mode.
Each fast Monte Carlo experiment is generated with 277 events at a given value of m
s
and
analyzed as the data. At each input value of m
s
, L
95
(m
s
) is dened such that 95% of the fast
Monte Carlo experiments have L(m
s
) < L
95
(m
s
). A new set of 1200 experiments is generated
for dierent input values of m
s
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, and 16 ps
 1
) to produce the points
corresponding to the L
95
(m
s
) curve shown in Figure 5(a). Additional sets of fast Monte Carlo
experiments are generated at m
s
= 1; 3; 6 and 12 ps
 1
without the systematic variations described
above in order to ascertain the overall impact on the 95% CL curve of the systematic uncertainties.
The resulting 95% CL curve is shown in Figure 5(a) and diers from the 95% CL curve with the full
systematics by about 0.3 in L(m
s
) at small m
s
, mainly due to the uncertainty in the mistag
rates and the sample purity.
Parameter Value and uncertainty Reference

s
1.551  0.106 ps [31]

d
1.564  0.048 ps [31]

 
1.617  0.046 ps [31]

baryon
1.179  0.072 ps [31]
m
d
0.465  0.022 ps
 1
[1]
a 3.1  0.2 GeV =c Section 3
b 0.873  0.006 Section 3

p
3.1  0.4 GeV =c Section 3
S
L
(`) 1.42  0.11 Section 3
S
L
(h) 1.19  0.11 Section 3
f
d
0.385  0.021 [15, 32, 33]
f
s
0.102  0.016 [15, 32, 33]
f
baryon
0.128  0.039 [15, 32, 33]
Table 6: Parameters and their uncertainties used as input for the fast Monte Carlo. The
abundance-weighted average ^
b
, discussed following Equation 19, is derived from the b
hadron lifetimes and fractions listed in the table. 
 
and 
baryon
are the B
 
and the b
baryon lifetimes, respectively.
6.2 Results
The L
95
(m
s
) curve constructed from the fast simulation intersects the log likelihood curve for the
data at m
s
= 6:6 ps
 1
. Therefore, values of m
s
less than 6:6 ps
 1
are excluded at 95% condence
level.
A 95% CL lower limit greater than that observed in the data (m
s
> 6:6 ps
 1
) is found in 22%
of 500 fast Monte Carlo experiments generated with near-maximal mixing (m
s
= 30 ps
 1
). Half of
these experiments yield a lower limit above 4.3 ps
 1
. The average L(m
s
) of these 500 experiments,
hLi, is displayed in Figure 5(a) and intersects the L
95
(m
s
) curve at m
s
= 7:5 ps
 1
. The median
limit of 4.3 ps
 1
is signicantly lower than this crossing point, because of large statistical uctuations
of the individual L(m
s
) curves.
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The condence level c(m
s
) for a given m
s
hypothesis is obtained in a similar way and is shown
in Figure 5(b). The same procedure is also applied to hLi with a generated value of m
s
= 30 ps
 1
to determine the condence level expected on average when m
s
is large ( hc(m
s
)i).
6.3 Comparison with previous results
The fraction f
s
of B
0
s
mesons produced in Z ! b

b decays inuences both the fraction of candidates
attributed to the B
0
s
meson and the purity of an opposite hemiphere tag. In previous B
0
s

B
0
s
mixing
studies by ALEPH [4, 5, 6] DELPHI [7] and OPAL [8], the calculated B
0
s
meson fraction is directly
proportional to f
s
whilst in this analysis, f
s
enters only at second order via the calculation of
the

B ! D
() 
s
D
()
X fraction. The purity of an opposite hemisphere tag and the associated
discriminating variables depends on f
s
via the average fraction of Z ! b

b events which experience
mixing,  = f
s

s
+ f
d

d
. Both the eect on the calculated B
0
s
meson fraction and the tagging purity
due to variations in f
s
are included in the overall systematic uncertainty embodied in the L
95
(m
s
)
and c(m
s
) curves shown in Figure 5.
The 95% CL of m
s
> 6:6 ps
 1
presented here is not fully statistically independent from the
three previous ALEPH results obtained from inclusive leptons in approximately 3:3 10
6
hadronic Z
decays with either an opposite hemisphere lepton tag (m
s
> 5:6 ps
 1
for f
s
= (12:2 3:1)% [4]
4
), a
jet charge tag (m
s
> 6:1 ps
 1
for f
s
= 12% [5]), or a combined fragmentation kaon and jet charge
tag (m
s
> 3:9 ps
 1
for f
s
= (12:2  3:5)% [6]
4
). The OPAL collaboration obtained a lower limit
of m
s
> 3:3 ps
 1
assuming f
s
= (12:0 3:6)% [8]
4
with a jet charge tag in approximately 3  10
6
hadronic Z decays whilst DELPHI employed a method combining lepton and jet charge tags to set a
limit at m
s
> 4:2 ps
 1
in about 3:2 10
6
hadronic Z decays assuming f
s
= (10 3)% [7].
4
(All lower
limits are at 95% condence level.)
7 Conclusion
A new method of initial state tagging has been applied to a sample of 277 D
 
s
`
+
combinations
indicative of B
0
s
semileptonic decay obtained from approximately four million hadronic Z decays.
This method fully exploits the statistically limited sample of events, taking into account the precise
time reconstruction and the detailed tagging information available for the whole event. Contrary to
the results based on inclusive semileptonic decay modes used in previous analyses, this result depends
very weakly on the fraction of b quarks which produce B
0
s
mesons, f
s
. The behaviour of the likelihood
as a function of m
s
has been evaluated in order to set limits on the values of m
s
allowed by the
experimental data. B
0
s

B
0
s
oscillation frequencies less than 6:6 ps
 1
are excluded at 95% condence
level.
The B
0
s
lifetime measurement using D
 
s
`
+
combinations has been updated. The result, 
s
=
1:54
+0:14
 0:13
(stat) 0:04 (syst) ps, supersedes the previous ALEPH measurement [15].
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Figure 1: a) The calculated proper time resolutions for the 277 D
 
s
`
+
candidates. b) The
proper time distribution of the D
 
s
`
+
candidates showing the tted contributions of the
B
0
s
signal, the combinatorial background and

B! D
() 
s
D
()
X background.
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-l
b
c
W-
b
s
Ds
+
b
Qsu
u
Opposite
hemisphere
Same
hemisphere
W-
Qo s
s
s
K+
-l
Figure 2: Schematic overview of a Z ! b

b event where the

b forms a B
0
s
which decays
semileptonically as a

B
0
s
! D
+
s
`
 
. A fragmentation kaon, K
+
, is produced in the same
hemisphere as the D
+
s
`
 
combination, and the charged tracks from the fragmentation
process can be combined to compute the same hemisphere jet charge Q
s
. The b in the
opposite hemisphere forms a b hadron which decays semileptonically yielding a tagging
lepton, `
 
. In addition the opposite hemisphere jet charge Q
o
can be computed from the
combination of all charged tracks in the hemisphere.
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Figure 3: The p
T
(`) , S(`)Q
s
and S(`)Q
o
spectra for right{ and wrong{tag (shaded)
events in class 3 are shown in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
a) High p
T
(`) leptons generally identify the correct initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state while wrongly
tagged events have lower momenta indicative of the cascade decay, b ! c ! `. b)
The lepton charge and Q
s
generally have the opposite (same) sign when the lepton sign
identies the right (wrong) initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state as shown schematically in Figure 2.
c) Some discriminating power is available in S(`)  Q
o
as the lepton and Q
o
have the
same sign for correctly tagged events. The dependence of the mistag probability X
eff
on the three discriminating variables is shown in (d{f) and (g-i) for right{ and wrong{
tag events, respectively. d) As expected, low mistag probabilities are associated with
p
T
(`) > 1GeV =c whilst correctly tagged events with lower p
T
(`) have increased mistag
probabilities. Similarly, large, negative values of S(`)Q
s
(e) or positive values of S(`)Q
o
(f) correspond to events with low mistag probabilities. Frequently, events where the lepton
charge predicts the wrong initial B
0
s
or

B
0
s
state are recognized as being mistagged by a
low value of p
T
(`) (g), a large, positive value of S(`)Q
s
(h), a value of S(`)Q
o
 0 (i)
or a combination of all three variables and are eectively transmuted into correctly tagged
events by virtue of the 1 X
eff
term in Equation 17.
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xeff xeff
Figure 4: The distributions of x
eff
observed in the data (points) for each class compared
to the probability density distributions of x
eff
for right{tags R(x
eff
) (dashed curve) and
wrong{tags W (x
eff
) (thin curve) determined from Monte Carlo. The x
eff
distributions
due to background B(x
eff
) (thick curve) are the weighted averages over the seven D
 
s
decay modes. The undulations in the B(x
eff
) curves result from the limited statistics
available in the \sidebands". The plot in the lower right-hand corner shows the total
distribution of x
eff
observed in the data (points) compared with the weighted sum of the
R, W and B distributions (solid curve). The curves are normalised to the number of
events in each plot.
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Figure 5: a) L(m
s
) for the data (solid curve), the 95% CL curve obtained from
the fast Monte Carlo with (dashed) and without (dotted) the inclusion of systematic
uncertainties. The thin solid curve shows the average behaviour of the likelihood if the
true value of m
s
is 30 ps
 1
. b) The solid curve is c(m
s
) = 1 CL calculated from the
data and the L(m
s
) distributions from the fast simulation with the systematic eects
included. The dashed curve is the average behaviour of the condence level if the true
value of m
s
is 30 ps
 1
.
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